The Conference social event will be in Teatro Capranica, located in Piazza Capranica, 101. The event will take place the 3rd of December and will begin at 19:30.

1. Go from CNR to Castro Pretorio by foot

2. Go from CNR to Piazza Barberini by metro (about 20 min):
   • take Castro Pretorio metro, Metro B line LAURENTINA (every 4 mins)
   • get off at Termini station (next stop)
   • take Metro A line (BATTISTINI) in Termini Station (every 3 mins)
   • get off at Barberini station (2nd stop)

3. From Barberini Metro Station (in Piazza Barberini) to Piazza Capranica by foot (about 1 km and 15 min):
   • go to Via delle Quattro Fontane in southwest direction
   • go to Via del Tritone, turning left from Via delle Quattro Fontane
   • walk for about 0,6 km in Via del Tritone and turn left at Galleria Alberto Sordi
   • turn left at Via del Corso
   • turn right at Piazza colonna
   • continue onto Via della Colonna Antonina
   • turn left at Piazza di Monte Citorio
   • turn right at Via in Aquiro
   • turn left at Piazza Capranica